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ABSTRACT
For global survival in this century, we urgently need to launch a completely new global nuclear
fission industry. To get worldwide public acceptance of nuclear energy, improvements are
essential not only on safety, radio-waste management and economy but also especially nuclear
proliferation resistance and safeguards. However, such global fission industry cannot replace the
present fossil fuel industry in the next 50 years, unless the doubling-time of nuclear energy is less
than 10 years, preferably 5-7 years. Such a doubling-time cannot be established by any kind of
classical "Fission Breeding Power Station" concept. We need a symbiotic system which couples
fission power reactors with a system which can convert fertile thorium to fissile U-233, such as a
spallation or D/T fusion (if and when it becomes available).

For such a purpose, THORIMS-NES [Thorium Molten-Salt Nuclear Energy Synergetic System]
has been proposed, which is composed of simple thermal fission power stations (FUJI) and fissile-
producing Accelerator Molten-Salt Breeder (AMSB). Its system functions are very ambitious,
delicate and complex, but can be realized in the form of simple hardware applying the multi-
functional "single-phase molten-fluoride" circulation system. This system has no difficulties
relating with "radiation-damage", "heat-removal" and "chemical processing" owing to the simple
"idealistic ionic liquid" character.

FUJI is size-flexible (economical even in smaller sizes), fuel self-sustaining without any
continuous chemical processing and without core-graphite replacement, and AMSB is based on a
single-fluid molten-salt target/blanket concept, which solves most engineering difficulties such as
radiation-damage, heat-removal etc., except high-current proton accelerator development. Several
AMSBs are accommodated in the regional centers (several ten sites in the world) with batch
chemical processing plants including radio-waste management. The integrated thorium breeding
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fuel cycle is composed of a simple single-phase molten-fluoride, which is used for all purposes of
THORIMS-NES including the transmutation of waste nuclei as a most suitable working medium.
This Th-U fuel cycle has significant advantages in negligible production of Trans-uranium
elements, nuclear proliferation resistance, economy, etc., and in a high potential for producing
hydrogen-fuel by easier high-temperature heat production in future.

For its realization we have to develop the following steps successively:
(A) MiniFUJI (7-10MWe): laying foundation for the basic MSR technology and specialists,
reconfirming/improving the ORNL-MSR-Program results, the successful 4 years operation
experience of MSRE (Molten-Salt Reactor Experiment);
(B) FUJI-Pu (100-300MWe): incinerating initial plutonium containing MS-fuel prepared easily by
dry processing (simplified FREGATE project without solid-fuel reproduction) from spent solid-
fuels of existing nuclear power stations, and producing U233. It means smooth/gradual shifting
from present U-Pu cycle era;
(C) AMSB: producing U233 depending on the matured MSR technology 20-30 years later.
(D) THORIMS-NES: globally deploying the regional centers.

Now the real Th-U Breeding Fuel-cycle would be implemented for global survival in the issues of
not only energy, environment and poverty but also the perfect elimination of the wars through the
extinction of nuclear weapons by nuclear burnup of nuclear weapon materials, for which purpose
the Th-U cycle has a significant advantage over the U-Pu cycle. In this study all items mentioned
are explained, evaluated and discussed thoroughly for the sake of global survival.
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